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‘CLEAN’
BADMINTON
IN FOCUS

Badminton World Federation (BWF) and Japan
Anti-Doping Agency (JADA) are continuing to
collaborate on their outreach campaign to players,
entourage and other badminton personnel.
At the Japan Para-Badminton International 2018
(25-30 Septmber), the two organisations conducted
another successful “i am Badminton” x “PLAY TRUE
2020” programme. In total, 59 athletes and support
staff from 12 countries participated. JADA also held
a similar initiative at the DAIHATSU YONEX Japan
Open 2018 (11-16 September), with 19 athletes and
support staff from five countries participating.
BWF Athletes’ Commission member, Shintaro
Ikeda, attended both tournaments and helped
deliver the programme content.
BWF Athletes’ Commission member, Shintaro Ikeda, and Japanese para-badminton athletes (from left) Ikumi
Fuke, Daiki Kajiwara and Rie Ogura, show their support for the Sport for Tomorrow, Play True 2020 Torch Relay
programme by making the ‘frame sign’.
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KEY DATES
02-07 Oct

YONEX Chinese Taipei Open (Super 300),
Taipei City

07-12 Oct

Youth Olympic Games (Grade 1 - Individual),
Buenos Aires

09-14 Oct

YONEX Dutch Open, Almere

16-21 Oct

DANISA Denmark Open, Odense

23-28 Oct

YONEX French Open, Paris

30 Oct – 04 Nov Macau Open (Super 300), Macau City
30 Oct – 04 Nov SaarLorLux Open (Super 100), Saarbrucken
05-10 Nov

LI NING BWF World Junior Mixed Team
Championships (Grade 1 - Team),
Markham (Canada)

06-11 Nov

Fuzhou China Open (Super 750), Fuzhou

12-18 Nov

LI NING BWF World Junior Championships
(Grade 1 – Individual), Markham

13-18 Nov

YONEX-SUNRISE Hong Kong Open (Super 500),
Hong Kong

20-25 Nov

Syed Modi International Championships
(Super 300), Lucknow

21-25 Nov

Scottish Open (Super 100), Glasgow

27 Nov – 02 Dec VICTOR Korea Masters (Super 300), Gwangju
12-16 Dec

HSBC BWF World Tour Finals, Guangzhou
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TOKYO TIMELINES

The International Olympic Committee (IOC)
has approved BWF’s qualification criteria for
participants of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games,
with Monday 29 April 2019 marking the start of
the qualification period which runs until Sunday 26
April 2020.

up is as follows: the 38 places consist of the 34
quota places (including continental representation
places), three Tripartite Commission Invitation
places, and one host country place. There is no
quota for Tripartite Commission Invitation places or
host country places in doubles.

The total quota of places in badminton has been
set at 172. Of this, 164 places (82 each for men
and women) will be determined through the
qualification process, while six places in singles
(three each for men and women) will be Tripartite
Commission Invitation places. The remaining two,
also in singles (one each for men and women), will
be reserved for the hosts.

All athletes (including those receiving Tripartite
Commission Invitation places) must have played in
a minimum of three tournaments in their respective
category counting towards the world ranking
lists during the Olympic qualifying period and be
registered in the world ranking lists of 30 April
2020.

Each National Olympic Committee (NOC) can
have a maximum of two participants per singles
category if both are ranked in the top 16, and two
pairs in each doubles category if both pairs are
ranked in the top 8, at the end of the qualifying
period. The BWF ranking lists of Thursday 30 April
2020 will be used to determine the qualifiers.
The initial number of athletes has been set at 38 for
each of the singles categories and 32 (16 pairs)
in each of the doubles categories. The break-

In singles, the BWF world ranking list of 30 April
2020 will be used to allocate 34 individual quota
places per gender to the highest-ranked athletes,
respecting the maximum quota allocation per NOC
per category.
The 34 quota places will include the continental
representation places. In each singles category,
there shall be at least one athlete from each of
the five BWF continental confederations. If a
continental confederation does not have a singles
athlete qualified in a category, the athlete selected
Continues on Page 4
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EDITORIAL

Dear Colleagues and Friends
As we enter the final quarter of 2018, there’s much upon which to reflect following
some exciting and busy months of badminton.
Memories of the TOTAL BWF World Championships 2018 in Nanjing, China, will
linger long among fans who were particularly captivated by the return of Kento
Momota to the top flight of Men’s Singles – eager to see how other elite players would
fare against the young Japanese. Momota’s dominant display en route to his Worlds
coronation was a sight to behold and this, along with coming-of-age exploits from the
likes of China’s Shi Yuqi, Indonesia’s Anthony Ginting and Jonatan Christie in recent
times, leaves the category tantalisingly poised, with the likes of Chen Long and Lin
Dan (China); Chou Tien Chen (Chinese Taipei); Viktor Axelsen (Denmark) and others
keen to still have a say.

Poul-Erik Høyer
BWF President

Women’s Singles – which has been absorbing to watch over the past year – served up
more intrigue and, ultimately, presented us with the first-ever triple World champion
in that category. It was again a comeback story, of a different kind, as Carolina Marin
showed the fighting spirit and iron will which had taken her to summit in 2015-2016,
before deserting her for much of the past two years. Her resurgence will surely add
to the drama that has made Women’s Singles so fascinating, with a stellar top 15-20
players.
The hosts’ victories in Men’s and Mixed Doubles saw success for two pairs – Li
Junhui/Liu Yuchen and Zheng Siwei/Huang Yaqiong respectively – who have been
on the rise. Li and Liu again battled hard (as in the Thomas Cup) in the closing
rounds of the tournament and their animated celebrations underlined just how much
this World title meant to them and their team. Meanwhile, a year after being denied
gold, Zheng made no mistake in the Mixed showdown; triumphing with his new
partner, Huang. The duo, who have rocketed to the top of the world rankings, were
hardly troubled as they carved their way to gold.
Women’s Doubles proved the genuine surprise of the World Championships; not the
country that won but the players who stood atop the podium. Japan has ruled the
category this season and their capture of the title was widely expected but the names
Mayu Matsumoto/Wakana Nagahara were not on fans’ lips – until they pulled off a
sensational upset versus their highly-fancied team-mates in the final. Underpinned
by fierce determination and courage – even facing match points – their incredible
achievement was one from which many players could learn.
I wish to congratulate all World Championships medallists and athletes who recorded
their best performances at this level. In addition, our appreciation goes to the Chinese
Badminton Association for, yet again, hosting a superb event in a wonderful venue.
We will long remember Nanjing 2018.
Since then, the HSBC BWF World Tour has resumed and players and fans have fixed
their sights on the year-end finale in December. The HSBC Race To Guangzhou is
well and truly on! Who will make the top-eight cut remains to be seen and we look
forward to a thrilling climax to the season.
At junior level, our players are equally busy. In October, they will compete in the
Youth Olympic Games in Buenos Aires, Argentina. That prestigious showpiece will
be followed by the LI-NING BWF World Junior Championships 2018 in November
in Markham in Toronto, Canada. These two-week championships – the team and
individual tournaments – are always a great spectacle at which we are treated to
some of the blossoming talent that will be the future of our sport, and we look forward
to that again.
For all the positive news herein, I must conclude on a tremendously sad note. The
badminton family recently lost two young players – Austria’s Antonia Meinke and Tan
Chee Tean of Malaysia – who died after a car accident in the Czech Republic. On
behalf of the Badminton World Federation, I wish to express sincere condolences to
their families, friends and respective badminton communities.
May they rest in peace.

Poul-Erik Høyer
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PARALYMPIC RACE
BEGINS JANUARY 2019
The coming New Year will be extra special for
para-badminton players as 1 January 2019
heralds the start of qualification for the Tokyo
2020 Paralympic Games, with athletes having
until 29 March 2020 to book their places for the
historic showpiece.
On 2 April 2020 the Badminton World Federation
will publish the Race to Tokyo – BWF Paralympic
Qualification Ranking List and will notify National
Paralympic Committees (NPCs) of the allocation
of qualification slots for doubles. Following the
confirmation from the NPCs, the BWF will notify
them on allocation of qualification slots for
singles.

event (except in SS 6 Men’s Singles, where the
maximum is one, and in SL 4 Women’s Singles,
where the maximum is three, if all of them have
qualified in the Paralympic doubles ranking list.)
The maximum allocation for an NPC is one pair
per event in the doubles and Mixed Doubles
categories.
The allocation of qualification slots will start with
doubles: 16 male and 28 female athletes in the
three doubles and one Mixed Doubles events will
be eligible; following which further slots will be
allocated to the highest-ranked singles athletes
on the Road to Tokyo Paralympic ranking list
published on 2 April 2020.

A total of 90 para-badminton players – 46 male
and 44 female – will head to the Tokyo 2020
Paralympics, competing in 14 medal events:
seven for males, six for females, and one (SL
3 – SU 5 Mixed Doubles) is a mixed category.
Overall, there are ten singles events, three
doubles events, and one Mixed Doubles event.

In the three doubles categories (WH 1 – WH 2
Men’s Doubles, WH 1 – WH 2 Women’s Doubles
and SL 3 – SU 5 Women’s Doubles), the six
highest-ranked pairs on the Road to Tokyo
Paralympic ranking list published on 2 April 2020
will be eligible for qualification, with each NPC
allocated a maximum of one pair.

Each National Paralympic Committee (NPC) is
allocated a maximum of eleven male and ten
female qualification slots, with exceptions to be
granted if an athlete qualifies through a Bipartite
Commission Invitation. An NPC can field a
maximum of two athletes per singles medal

In SL 3 – SU 5 Mixed Doubles, the four highestranked Mixed Doubles pairs on the Road to
Tokyo Paralympic ranking list will be eligible for
qualification. Since the Mixed Doubles event
requires a minimum of six pairs, the remaining
two pairs are selected by this method: the two

highest-ranked SL 3 – SU 5 Mixed Doubles pairs
on the ranking list (not yet qualified), of which
the male athletes have already obtained a slot
in the singles. These pairs will obtain one female
qualification slot.
Further stages in the process are allotted for the
selection of Bipartite Commission Invitation slots;
the allocation of Mixed Doubles slots, and the
confirmation of final entries.
Bipartite Commission Invitation slots can be
given to a maximum of 13 male and 7 female
athletes, spread across six classes (WH 1, WH
2, SL 3, SL 4, SU 5 and SS 6).
The deadline for the Tokyo 2020 Organising
Committee to receive sport entry forms from the
NPCs is 3 August 2020.

BWF SELECTS PROUD PARALYMPIAN LEADERS
France’s Richard Perot (seated), Guatemala’s Raul Anguiano
and England’s Rachel Choong have been selected as BWF’s
Proud Paralympian Leaders who will inspire and educate
athletes on and off the field of play.
The three were selected by BWF and AGITOS Foundation
– the development agency of the International Paralympic
Committee (IPC) – from among 13 applicants of eight
countries.
Proud Paralympians are para-athletes who aspire to
compete at the Paralympic Games. The three selected Proud
Paralympian Leaders received training from 5-10 August
in Barcelona, Spain. They are now equipped to deliver
workshops to badminton and non-badminton athletes,
starting next year.
The leader training dealt with topics such as the Paralympic
Movement, athlete health and well-being; the pursuit of dual
careers; ethics; human rights and working with the media.
“I’m very excited to begin my work as a Proud Paralympian
Leader,” said Rachel Choong.
“I’ve been competing in para-badminton for more than ten
years, so I hope that my experiences and advice can help
support and shape other para-athletes in the workshops
which I’ll deliver.”
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BWF HELPING MEMBERS TO
BUILD INTEGRITY CAPACITY

INTEGRITY TO THE FORE: Officials from the Badminton World Federation (BWF) and the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL)
at the BWF’s two-day integrity workshop in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Pictured (left to right) are BWF Secretary General Thomas Lund; INTERPOL - Integrity in Sports Training Officers, Dieter Braekeid and Claudia
Draghici; INTERPOL - Integrity in Sports Project Manager, Claudio Marinelli; and BWF President Poul-Erik Høyer.

The Badminton World Federation (BWF) is
working with its membership to strengthen
national integrity programmes.
At a two-day workshop in Kuala Lumpur (14-15
October), the world-governing body brought
together Secretaries General and Council
members from the badminton associations of
India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand to share
information and knowledge on four key pillars
related to integrity: Rules System; Education and
Awareness; Monitoring & Investigations; and
Judicial Processes.
This BWF pilot project examined the current
national
structures
around
safeguarding
the integrity of badminton and how to build
capacity in that area and fortify the sport against
corruption. The four BWF member associations
shared common issues and considered the next
steps in their respective integrity programmes.
Among the topics addressed by the BWF Integrity
Unit were: Roles and Responsibilities for
Integrity; BWF Ethics Regulations; National
Badminton Rules Framework; External
Rules Systems and Compliance; Values-

Based Education; Sports Betting Industry;
Betting Monitoring Companies; Information
Gathering (Intelligence and Investigations);
and Judicial Bodies.
The sessions included a joint presentation from
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and
the International Criminal Police Organization
(INTERPOL), whose Recognise | Reject |
Report theme addressed the importance of
athletes recognising approaches, knowing what
to do and how to reject these and ensuring
they reported these approaches to corrupt
badminton. This session looked at the roles and
responsibilities of IOC and INTERPOL as well as
links between crime and sport; approaches to
athletes; and key steps for national badminton
federations in the fight against corruption.
“This is an important and positive step in
engaging our members on key subjects related
to the integrity of badminton. We are in good
shape at an international level so now we want
to focus on national programmes and strengthen
our members’ capacity to handle this complex

matter,” said BWF President Poul-Erik Høyer,
thanking the IOC and INTERPOL for their
valuable contribution.
“We will evaluate how these two days have gone
and get feedback from all involved as we move
forward in developing comprehensive guidelines
for national integrity programmes and rolling
this out to a broader membership of national
badminton associations.”
Participants from the four BWF member
association also attended an IOC/INTERPOL
Integrity in Sport Multi-Stakeholder Workshop
in Malaysia. That one-day gathering was part
of ongoing efforts to help countries address the
new criminal challenge posed by competition
manipulation and other threats to the integrity of
sport. These Integrity in Sport Multi-stakeholder
Workshops are organised around the world to
foster collaboration between law enforcement,
the National Olympic Committee and national
sports federations, public authorities (including
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Education and
Sports etc), the betting industry and other actors
involved in preventing the infiltration of crime
into sport, particularly as related to competition
manipulation.

Continued from Page 1
for the continental representation place shall be the highest-ranked player
from the respective continent in the BWF world ranking list of 30 April
2020.
Considering qualification in all events, no NOC can qualify athletes/pairs in
more than two categories through the continental representation system.
If an NOC has athletes/pairs eligible in more than two categories, then the
NOC must choose which athletes/pairs qualify; the declined quota place
will be offered to the next eligible athlete/pair.
If an athlete qualifies (and is selected) in more than one category, then the
resulting unused athlete quota place will be allocated to the next highestranked eligible athlete of the same gender (in singles only) on the world
ranking lists of 30 April 2020.
In doubles, the world ranking lists of 30 April 2020 will be used to allocate
a total of 48 quota places, to the 16 highest-ranked pairs in each category,
respecting the maximum quota allocation per NOC per event.

Each doubles category shall have at least one pair from each of the five
BWF continental confederations, which shall be the highest-ranked pair
from that continental confederation on 30 April 2020, and provided the
pair is ranked within the top 50. No NOC can qualify athletes/pairs in more
than two categories through the continental representation system.
On 14 October 2019, the IOC will invite all eligible NOCs to submit their
requests for Tripartite Commission Invitation places by 15 January 2020.
The Tripartite Commission will confirm the allocation of invitation places to
the relevant NOCs after the end of the qualification period.
The list of initially qualified athletes/pairs for each category (including
continental representation places, host country places and Tripartite
Commission Invitation places) will be published as part of the world
ranking lists of 30 April 2020. BWF will inform the respective NOCs/
national federations of their allocated quota places no later than 7 May
2020. NOCs will then have two weeks, until 21 May 2020, to confirm that
they will use the quota places.

QUALIFICATION TIMELINE

29 April 2019 to 26 April 2020 – Qualification period for Tokyo 2020
30 April 2020 – World ranking lists published
6 May 2020 – Deadline for host NOC to confirm in writing host country places
7 May 2020 – BWF to inform NOCs/NFs of their allocated quota places
21 May 2020 – NOCs to confirm in writing to BWF the use of allocated quota places
6 July 2020 – BWF to allocate all unused quota places
6 July 2020 – Tokyo 2020 Sport Entries deadline
24 July 2020 – Start of Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games
25 July – 3 August 2020 – Olympic Games Badminton Competition
2 – 6 September 2020 – Paralympic Games Para-Badminton Competition
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GRAB GOLD
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The Olympic champion had arrived in China
under the radar, with all the attention on Chinese
Taipei’s Tai Tzu Ying who has dominated the last
two seasons. Tai, however, suffered a dramatic
quarter-final loss to China’s He Bingjiao.
As for Shi, the young Chinese decisively stepped
out of the shadows of compatriots Lin Dan and
Chen Long. He beat both on the way to the silver
medal, thus asserting himself as China’s Men’s
Singles spearhead.
Kento Momota’s triumph at the TOTAL BWF World
Championships 2018 was historic in every sense –
long to be remembered not only for the manner in
which he achieved it, but also for the context, and
what it means for Japanese badminton.
The 24-year-old returned to international
competition in July 2017 following a 15-month layoff, but it was only in February this year that he
started to enter top-level fields. At the Badminton
Asia Championships, he offered a foretaste of
what was to come.
In Nanjing, Momota had trouble in only one match
– in the third round where Denmark’s Anders
Antonsen took a game off him. Otherwise, he was
peerless, cruising to the title with straight-games
wins in the last three matches. His demolition of
China’s Shi Yuqi in the final saw the left-hander
become the first Japanese Men’s Singles World
champion (1).

Among the headline-grabbers during the week
were Brazil’s Ygor Coelho (4) and Malaysia’s Liew
Daren; the Brazilian stunned India’s HS Prannoy
in the second round and Liew ambushed Kidambi
Srikanth in the third. The most dramatic Men’s
Singles battle unfolded in the quarter-finals as
Liew took on Japan’s Kanta Tsuneyama, limping
to victory after suffering an ankle strain in the
second game.

MAGNIFICENT MARIN

In Women’s Singles, a similarly-impressive display
etched another left-hander’s name in the annals of
the World Championships.
Carolina Marin (3) became the first player to claim
three World titles in the women’s solo category.
Like Momota, the 25-year-old Spaniard was in a
class of her own, shutting down rivals with ruthless
efficiency.

3
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Marin needed three games to beat the Chinese in
the semi-finals, but against familiar rival Pusarla V
Sindhu (India) in the final, Marin rose to her deadly
best. The Indian – despite her experience in major
finals – failed to capitalise on a good, first-game
lead and fell apart in the second game, allowing
Marin her place in the record books.

YOUNG GUNS FIRE

Having been heirs apparent for a while now, Li
Junhui and Liu Yuchen’s coronation (2) as World
champions saved China’s blushes as Japan
threatened to leave Nanjing with three titles.
There was plenty at stake in the last match of
the championships – the Men’s Doubles showstopper between the two badminton powers –
with Japan having already captured the Women’s
Doubles and Men’s Singles crowns, while China
won Mixed Doubles. It was on Li Junhui and Liu
Yuchen’s shoulders that China’s hopes rested,
and the two did not disappoint their home fans.
They saw off the challenge from Takeshi Kamura
and Keigo Sonoda, thus ensuring that China
finished on level terms with Japan with two gold
medals each.
Continues on Page 6
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The big upset in the category was of course that
of hot contenders, Marcus Fernaldi Gideon/Kevin
Sanjaya Sukamuljo. The Indonesian top guns
had won eight of their ten tournaments before the
Worlds – but in Nanjing, they looked far from their
best, falling to Kamura and Sonoda in the quarterfinals. Elsewhere, Aaron Chia and Soh Wooi Yik (8)
were among the tournament’s surprise packages.
The unheralded Malaysians fought courageously
to reach the quarter-finals before losing to Li and
Liu.

Mayu Matsumoto and Wakana Nagahara (5;6) in
the third round.

JAPAN DOMINATE

ALL-CHINA FINAL

A long-standing record fell as China, who have
won the Women’s Doubles category every year
except one (1995) since 1983, were shut out of
medal contention. Defending champions Chen
Qingchen and Jia Yifan’s quarter-final loss
marked China’s earliest exit ever at the World
Championships.
Given their performances over the season, all
four of Japan’s pairs were reckoned to have an
equal shot at the title. Ultimately, it was Olympic
champions Misaki Matsutomo and Ayaka
Takahashi who fell victims to the depth of their
squad, as they crashed out to younger compatriots

The all-Japan tussle – between Matsumoto/
Nagahara and Yuki Fukushima/Sayaka Hirota
– proved the most riveting of all the finals.
Newcomers to the top flight, Matsumoto/Nagahara
exhibited nerves of steel, saving two match points
before clinching the cliff-hanger. For the second
straight year, Fukushima and Hirota – this time the
favourites – had to settle for silver.
Zheng Siwei and Huang Yaqiong’s triumph (7) was
the crowning glory of a successful partnership
that has matured in quick time.
Zheng and Huang won gold for the loss of just
one game during the week – to compatriots Zhang
Nan/Li Yinhui in the semi-finals.

FINALS RESULTS
MS: Kento Momota (JPN) bt Shi Yuqi
(CHN) 21-11 21-13
WS: Carolina Marin (ESP) bt Pusarla V
Sindhu (IND) 21-19 21-10
MD: Li Junhui/Liu Yuchen (CHN) bt Takeshi
Kamura/Keigo Sonoda (JPN) 21-12 21-19
WD: Mayu Matsumoto/Wakana Nagahara
(JPN) bt Yuki Fukushima/Sayaka Hirota
(JPN) 19-21 21-19 22-20
XD: Zheng Siwei/Huang Yaqiong (CHN) bt
Wang Yilyu/Huang Dongping (CHN) 21-17
21-19

The final, against Wang Yilyu/Huang Dongping
had a tight second-game finish with the top seeds’
composure making the difference in their 21-17
21-19 success. For Zheng, the outcome was a
step up from silver a year ago.
7

6

8
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FINALS FLOURISH

HSBC BWF World Tour 2018 Schedule

It’s the event that players have been anticipating since the start of
the season – and it’s nearly here: the HSBC BWF World Tour Finals!
The new jewel in the crown of tournaments will unfold 12-16
December in Guangzhou, China with badminton’s best and brightest
stars battling for a share of the US$1.5 million jackpot.
It will be the sport’s richest pay day with singles and doubles
champions pocketing $120,000 and US$126,000 respectively – a
50 per cent increase compared to last season’s Finals cheques.
Runners-up in both singles and doubles will pocket US$60,000.
There will be increased winnings for other Finals competitors also.
Finals qualifiers will be determined by the top eight finishers on
the HSBC Race To Guangzhou rankings in all five categories
(with a maximum of two qualifiers per category per BWF member
association): Men’s Singles, Women’s Singles, Men’s Doubles,
Women’s Doubles and Mixed Doubles.
The showpiece event will highlight Guangzhou as one of China’s
badminton meccas; a city that has already hosted some of the
Badminton World Federation’s signature tournaments, including
the BWF World Championships 2013. Guangzhou was deemed the
perfect Finals host for 2018-2021 given badminton’s prominence
there as well as HSBC’s focus on the Pearl River Delta region.
The BWF – badminton’s world-governing organisation – will partner
with the Chinese Badminton Association and the City of Guangzhou
to stage the season finale which will be watched by an estimated 600
million fans globally.
“We have elevated badminton to exciting new heights this year and
now we look forward to closing with the best event of all – the HSBC
BWF World Tour Finals,” said BWF Secretary General Thomas Lund.
“Players, fans around the world, corporate partners and the
badminton community in general are eagerly awaiting the spectacle
in Guangzhou. It promises to be amazing!”

BADMINTON WORLD FEDERATION

January
9-14
16-21
23-28
30-Feb 4
February
20-25
March
6-11
14-18
May
1-6
8-13
June
12-17
26-Jul 1
July
3-8
10-15
17-22
August
28-Sep 2
September
11-16
18-23
25-30
October
2-7
16-21
23-28
30-Nov 4
November
6-11
13-18
20-25
27-Dec 2
December
12-16

Thailand Masters (Bangkok)
Malaysia Masters (Kuala Lumpur)
Indonesia Masters (Jakarta)
India Open (Delhi)

Super 300
Super 500
Super 500
Super 500

Swiss Open (Basel)

Super 300

German Open (Mulheim-An-Der-Ruhr)
All England (Birmingham)

Super 300
Super 1000

New Zealand Open (Auckland)
Australian Open (Sydney)

Super 300
Super 300

US Open (Anaheim)
Malaysia Open (Kuala Lumpur)

Super 300
Super 750

Indonesia Open (Jakarta)
Thailand Open (Bangkok)
Singapore Open

Super 1000
Super 500
Super 500

Barcelona Spain Masters (Barcelona)

Super 300

Japan Open (Tokyo)
China Open (Changzhou)
Korea Open (Seoul)

Super 750
Super 1000
Super 500

Chinese Taipei Open
Denmark Open (Odense)
French Open (Paris)
Macau Open

Super 300
Super 750
Super 750
Super 300

Fuzhou China Open (Fuzhou)
Hong Kong Open
Syed Modi Int’l Champs (Lucknow)
Korea Masters (Gwangju)

Super 750
Super 500
Super 300
Super 300

HSBC BWF World Tour Finals (Guangzhou) FINALS

NOTE: Points from the five-tier HSBC BWF World Tour and from the 11 BWF Tour
Super 100 events count towards the HSBC Race To Guangzhou rankings.
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GUNNING FOR GUANGZHOU
The race is well and truly on!

There’s just under two months until the new blockbuster season finale of the badminton
season – the HSBC BWF World Tour Finals!
Singles players and doubles pairs are bearing down on the finish line to qualify for this
prestigious tournament and a chance of sharing US$1.5 million in prize money. Only
the top eight in each of the five disciplines will book their tickets to this showdown.
Let’s take a look at how the rankings are shaping up in the HSBC Race To Guangzhou
as of Thursday 11 October 2018.

MEN’S SINGLES
Boasting victories in two Super 500s and a Super 300, Chou Tien Chen
of Chinese Taipei leads the chasing pack. Indonesian veteran Tommy
Sugiarto holds down second place and blossoming Thai player, Kantaphon
Wangcharoen, is in third. Others in the mix include Anthony Sinisuka Ginting
(Indonesia) and Japanese star, Kento Momota.
1

TPE

CHOU Tien Chen

73,310

2

INA

Tommy SUGIARTO

64,480

3

THA

Kantaphon WANGCHAROEN

51,710

4

INA

Anthony Sinisuka GINTING

51,640

5

CHN

SHI Yuqi

51,610

6

JPN

Kento MOMOTA

50,250

7

THA

Suppanyu AVIHINGSANON

48,210

8

CHN

LIN Dan

47,130

WOMEN’S SINGLES
New millionaire Tai Tzu Ying is the leader despite a recent lean spell on
the Tour. The Chinese Taipei trail-blazer is followed by Japanese teammates, Nozomi Okuhara and Akane Yamaguchi respectively. The resurgent
Carolina Marin (Spain), Pusarla V Sindhu and China’s Chen Yufei are also
in the running.
1

TPE

TAI Tzu Ying

66,320

2

JPN

Akane YAMAGUCHI

62,180

3

JPN

Nozomi OKUHARA

61,810

4

ESP

Carolina MARIN

55,150

5

IND

PUSARLA V. Sindhu

54,260

6

CHN

CHEN Yufei

52,370

7

THA

Ratchanok INTANON

51,990

8

JPN

Sayaka TAKAHASHI

51,840

Continues on Page 8
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Continued from Page 7

MEN’S DOUBLES
Indonesia’s Marcus Fernaldi Gideon and Kevin Sanjaya Sukamuljo are
comfortably atop the rankings. The biggest movers are Chinese Taipei’s
Liao Min Chun and Su Ching Heng who jumped four places to fourth after
their home event. Their compatriots, Chen Hung Ling and Wang Chi-Lin,
are in second place, ahead of Japan’s Hiroyuki Endo and Yuta Watanabe.
1

INA

Marcus Fernaldi GIDEON
Kevin Sanjaya SUKAMULJO

67,850

2

TPE

CHEN Hung Ling
WANG Chi-Lin

61,310

3

JPN

Hiroyuki ENDO
Yuta WATANABE

52,700

4

TPE

LIAO Min Chun
SU Ching Heng

52,620

5

DEN

Kim ASTRUP
Anders Skaarup RASMUSSEN

49,180

6

INA

Fajar ALFIAN
Muhammad Rian ARDIANTO

49,170

7

CHN

HAN Chengkai
ZHOU Haodong

48,550

8

CHN

LI Junhui
LIU Yuchen

47,890

WOMEN’S DOUBLES
Japanese pairs currently occupy four of the top five places; with Olympic
champions Misaki Matsutomo and Ayaka Takahashi ahead of everyone.
Two Chinese pairs are also in the hunt as well as Greysia Polii/Apriyani
Rahayu (Indonesia) and Jongkolphan Kititharakul and Rawinda Prajongjai
(Thailand).

MIXED DOUBLES
China’s Zheng Siwei and Huang Yaqiong has dominated the World Tour
with four wins to lead the standings. Chinese Taipei’s Wang Chi-Lin and Lee
Chia Hsin have climbed three places to seventh. Malaysia has two tandems
in contention: Chan Peng Soon/Goh Liu Ying and Goh Soon Huat/Shevon
Jemie Lai.
1

CHN

ZHENG Siwei
HUANG Yaqiong

71,820

2

MAS

CHAN Peng Soon
GOH Liu Ying

61,090

3

INA

Hafiz FAIZAL
Gloria Emanuelle WIDJAJA

58,910

4

MAS

GOH Soon Huat
Shevon Jemie LAI

55,640

5

JPN

Yuta WATANABE
Arisa HIGASHINO

55,050

6

THA

Dechapol PUAVARANUKROH
Sapsiree TAERATTANACHAI

51,540

7

TPE

WANG Chi-Lin
LEE Chia Hsin

50,260

8

CHN

WANG Yilyu
HUANG Dongping

47,560
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1

JPN

Misaki MATSUTOMO
Ayaka TAKAHASHI

71,900

2

JPN

Yuki FUKUSHIMA
Sayaka HIROTA

68,720

3

JPN

Ayako SAKURAMOTO
Yukiko TAKAHATA

63,160

4

THA

Jongkolphan KITITHARAKUL
Rawinda PRAJONGJAI

63,030

5

JPN

Mayu MATSUMOTO
Wakana NAGAHARA

60,730

6

CHN

CHEN Qingchen
JIA Yifan

55,550

7

INA

Greysia POLII
Apriyani RAHAYU

51,900

8

CHN

DU Yue
LI Yinhui

49,530
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MUSASHINO’S
PRE-OLYMPIC DEBUT

Musashino Forest Sports Plaza boasts a sizeable field of play with five courts.

When badminton’s elite step into Musashino Forest Sports Plaza to vie for
Olympic glory at Tokyo 2020, they will have enjoyed the benefit of familiarising
themselves with the venue for two years.
In September, the Japanese leg of the HSBC BWF World Tour was held at
the multi-sport stadium in Chofu, Tokyo, and following their first glimpse of the
facility, various stakeholders were quite complimentary.
Olympic champion, Carolina Marin, had every reason to be pleased as she
assessed the hall in which she will seek to defend her Rio 2016 crown. The
Women’s Singles ace retained her championship at the DAIHATSU YONEX
Japan Open 2018, stating players were “lucky” to compete in the Olympic
venue so far ahead of the Games.
“I was surprised to realise that we were going to play the Japan Open in the
Olympic Games venue. It was a really good experience because I won the
tournament. Apart from that, I think the venue looks really good and it was
important to get a good feeling there because it will boost my confidence when
I play the Olympic Games. I’m very happy to have had this opportunity,” said
the 25-year-old Spaniard.

Fans flock to the Musashino Forest Sports Plaza for badminton.

However, Marin noted “the shuttle was really slow”, adding she hopes that
would be changed for Tokyo 2020.
PBSI (Indonesia Badminton Association) International Relations Manager,
Rudy Roedyanto, said his players commented similarly about the shuttle being
“heavy”.
“Of course, some (players) – the ones with good defence – like that and some
don’t. Overall, the draft is not bad and players can read shuttle quite well. Our
players were quite happy and it’s good they can prepare for what to expect at
the Olympics.”
On the administrative side, Roedyanto said it was important to scout the area
to determine what arrangements PBSI must make to ensure a successful Tokyo
2020 campaign.
“There’s not a lot of restaurants or shops around so we will have to discuss what
we need to do so our players can get the food and other things they want,” he
explained.
Yuki Fukushima (right) and Sayaka Hirota hope their victory on home turf at the
DAIHATSU YONEX Japan Open 2018 is a good omen.

Meanwhile, BWF Senior Tournament Series Manager Selvam Supramaniam
highlighted the venue’s technical merits, including a minimum 8,000 seating
capacity and its flooring.
“It’s just the right size and the flooring is very good. It’s a wooden-sprung floor
– and this is one of the most important parts for players. We have five courts
which is more than we normally have in a World Tour event. The background is
dark, so it’s great for players because of the white shuttlecock. Then, we have
got minimal air draft. There have been no complaints and players are happy,”
outlined Supramaniam, adding that related facilities such as warm-up courts
and practice courts are within walking distance.
“There is also a great area for broadcast. We have good angles for our main
cameras and the media operations are going well. We are impressed with this
venue.
“There are minor things that we will feedback to Nippon Badminton Association
and share with Tokyo 2020 organisers as well.”
Musashino Forest Sports Plaza will also host para-badminton during the Tokyo
2020 Paralympic Games in which the sport will debut. Nippon Badminton
Association’s (NBA) primary goal is to ensure all players have the best playing
conditions and facilities and that fans enjoy world-class action. Naturally, BWF
and NBA also hope to attract new converts to the sport.

Reigning Women’s Singles Olympic champion, Carolina Marin, and her coach Fernando
Rivas will aim to repeat Olympic success at Musashino.
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